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Samaná, Dominican Republic - 2/26/17
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INTRODUCTION
The area framed by the north end of the city of Samaná and the Atlantic Ocean and between the
Cabo Cabrón national park and the Salto El Limón national monument is one of the last relatively
unspoiled areas of the Dominican Republic. It contains unique historic and cultural enclaves, a
relatively unspoiled watershed and forest region, remarkable unspoiled beaches, and key ecological
fresh water and salt water marine life.

The reason it has not been developed in a more conventional way—as much of the eastern coastline
has—is that it has not yet been reached by development roads.

Therefore, this region is ideal for a truly unique development opportunity established around
preservation and restoration. This development aims not only to protect the region’s remarkable
treasures, but also to stimulate the burgeoning eco- and ag-tourism market in the Dominican
Republic. Building it in a way that benefits the local residents by creating lasting and quality jobs,
economic security, and opportunities for small scaled entrepreneurship.

This is a place for full and total immersion into history, culture, agriculture, ecology, and the cutting
edge of sustainability in this last remaining Dominican Republic Gem. A story of restoration and
revival!
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HERITAGE AND ECOTOURISM REGION
The El Valle Heritage and Ecotourism Region is proposed as a unique natural and cultural heritage
area: one of the last of its kind on the Samaná peninsula. This model conservation and ecotourism
initiative is designed to enhance long term economic opportunities built around the protection and
enjoyment of the natural and cultural resources. By focusing on walkable development around
existing infrastructures and preserving the natural and cultural integrity of the outlying areas for
unique cultural, agricultural, and nature-based destinations, an ecotourism economy can be built
and sustained. This initiative revolves around sustainable development and model conservation
land use, restoration agriculture, bio-economic development, green space, and trail connectivity
linking the Cabo Cabrón National Park, the Salto El Limón National Monument, and the Samaná bay.

Cabo Cabrón National Park

A protected area of 35.87 square kilometers that features largely untouched mountains, a coastal
area with vegetation-covered cliffs, and Puerto Escondido: a small beach and common fishermen’s
port

Salto El Limón National Monument

A protected area on the north coast of the Samaná Peninsula, famous for its beautiful 120ft tall, 50ft
wide waterfall and natural swimming area, El Salto Del Limón

Samaná Greenway

A proposed greenway connecting El Valle's Ecoregion with the Samaná Bay with a multi-use path
allowing hiking, biking, and horseback riding along vista ways and riparian corridors and
connecting key sensitive habitats along the way
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The intent of this model conservation initiative is to develop a framework for the heritage and
ecotourism region as well as ecotourism development guidelines to guide development within
those conservation districts.
Through this framework, the majority of development areas are focused in walkable town, village
and hamlet clusters adjacent or in close proximity to existing infrastructures and development,
while the remote rural areas have limited development to protect them as nature and agricultural
based tourism destinations and for watershed protection, forest restoration and sustainable
agriculture.

El Valle Heritage and Ecotourism Region

The El Valle Heritage and Ecotourism Region is proposed as a unique natural and cultural heritage
area: one of the last of its kind on the Samaná peninsula. This model conservation and ecotourism
initiative is designed to enhance long term economic opportunities built around the protection and
enjoyment of the natural and cultural resources.

EL VALLE HERITAGE AND ECOTOURISM REGION
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MODEL CONSERVATION DISTRICTS

The conservation districts within the Heritage & Ecotourism Region are designed to encourage
agritourism and ecotourism development while preserving and restoring the natural and cultural
system of the El Valle De Samaná Ecotourist Region (ecoregion). The conservation districts range
from the most developed, around existing towns and infrastructure (ecodistrict), to transitional
areas (green belts), to the least developed areas (the remote rural districts).

o Ecodistricts

Valley areas with existing road access and town or village infrastructure and significant
agricultural lands. Each ecodistrict is planned to preserve its primary cultural and natural
character. Two potential ecodistrict areas lie within the Heritage and Ecotourism Region: El
Valle/Arroyo Seco and La Laguna Ecodistricts.
The primary ecodistrict within the Heritage and Ecotourism Region is El Valle, as this is the
most accessible and most developed town area of the El Valle region and currently has
ecotourism development underway. Arroyo Seco is included within this ecodistrict due to its
adjacency though a careful gradient/buffer is recognized to protect its slightly more remote
character. A second remote and smaller proposed ecodistrict is La Laguna. Its character is
isolated and very local with little or no impact from tourism.

o Green Belt Districts

Green belt districts are the areas surrounding the ecodistricts providing limited development
on the steeper slopes while protecting view sheds and pedestrian access to close-by agricultural
and nature-based destinations. Key uses and destination include ecolodges, farm/nature-based
hamlets and key natural features. The green belt district is a transitional district between the
ecodistrict and the remote rural district.

o Remote Rural Districts

These districts lie outside the ecodistrict green belts and are remote with little or difficult
access. The intent is to preserve the rural character of these remote areas, as they comprise the
primary nature-based destinations with wildlife habitats, watershed features and sustainable
agro-forestry practices. They also serve as the repository for local endangered and nonendangered species. Recommended uses include forest restoration/reforestation, agro-ecology
applications, and small scale nature and sustainable ag-based ecotourist destinations.
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ECOREGION DEVELOPMENT RATIOS

CONSERVATION DISTRICTS DEVELOPMENT DENSITY TABLE RECOMMENDATION

Overall
Development
Density

Preservation
and
Development
Areas

Town/Village
/ Hamlet
project area
for walkable
development
density

Eco District

Greenbelt District

Remote Rural Districts

• Ocean-front parcels: 1
unit per hectare for
town, hamlet, village
development
• Non-ocean-front parcels:
1 unit per 2 hectares for
town, hamlet, village
development
• Agricultural estates:
minimum of 20 hectares

Protected view
sheds and access to
close-by eco/agritourism destinations
• Maximum of 1 unit
per 5 hectares
(excluding steep
slopes and protected
view sheds)

Limited development:
ecotourism
destination lodges,
hamlets, and
farmsteads and
outposts
• Maximum of 1 unit
per 10 hectares

90% preserved min.
10% developed max.

95% preserved
5% developed

98% preserved
2% developed

*Note: effective “lots” are much
larger, as homes front vast areas of
protected green space
- larger lots are in actuality lots at the
periphery of the town, village or
hamlet - the homes on those lots are
within the 10 units per hectare
though they can have additional land
to include into their lot adjacent to
the town/village or hamlet

Minimum of 10 units
per hectare

Minimum of 10 units
per hectare

Minimum of 10 units per
hectare

Exception: Parcels
adjacent to ocean at 1
unit per 1-2 hectares

Conservation Easement in perpetuity: held by land trust on undeveloped portion of land/green
Note: development unit is equivalent to: 1 residential/live work unit (3 rooms), 3
hotel/lodging rooms, 3 tree houses/ huts, 5 platform glamping tents or a
commercial establishment of 1500 sf or less. If development parcel is not large
enough to accommodate preservation area, then remaining preservation area to
be credited to areas outside parcel
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REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY

Trail Descriptions
o Arroyo Seco – Limon Connector: 2.52 miles – Medium-difficult hike through dense forests

covering rolling hills and mountains with scattered viewpoints along the way. Deviate south to
beautiful waterfalls or North to a hermit beach with coral and palms.
o The Witches Trail: 1.31 miles – Difficult hike starting along the base of the mountain and
swampland evolving to an uphill mountain hike. This trail finishes with a breathtaking 360 view

with sunsets falling over the Limon mountains and western coastline and vast views of the
Arroyo Seco valley.
o The Gathering Trail: 2.52 miles – Difficult hike through mountainous forests with views
overlooking the Arroyo Seco valley the entire hike up with an astounding 360 viewpoint that
overviews El Valle beach, the Cabo Cabrón National Park, all the way South to view the
mountains on the OTHER SIDE of Samaná Bay.
o Hike to the Bat Cave: 0.14 miles – Very easy hike to a culturally and archaeologically
significant cave that houses over 10,000 bats.
o Trail to Castaño Waterfall: 1.13 miles – Easy hike that follows a dry river bed showcasing
some of the local flowers, orchids, bromeliads, and heliconias. Pass through cacao forests and
tree ferns to end in a series of waterfalls that reach from 5 feet tall to 60 feet tall. If you can hike
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o
o

o

o
o
o

all the way to the top of the highest waterfall you can get views to the ocean overlooking the
majestic Arroyo Seco basin.
Trail to the Rio Palmerito Waterfall: 2.46 miles – Medium-difficult hike that passes through
gorgeous forests and ends at the base of a beautiful tropical waterfall
Trail to Hermit's Beach: 1.55 miles – Difficult hike that goes up and down a mountain, empties
out into a swampy area then arrives at a totally pristine picture-perfect Caribbean beach with
coco palm, coral reefs, and soft sand. The view from the beach looks East down the
mountainous coastline
El Valle – Rincon Connector: 8.33 miles – Medium hike starting at El Valle beach climbing up
and down to Loma Atravesada Village and then reaching El Rincon Beach! Incredible views to
both beaches. Uphill farmland agriculture and Loma Atravesada Village experience.
Trail to the Devil’s Mouth: 2.57 miles – Hike through the highland mountains to see a beautiful
lake.
Salty Lake Loop: miles 4.21 miles – Difficult loop
El Valle Conservation and Rural Community Trail: 7.95 miles – Beautiful hike through rural
farmland and mountains –El Valle Highland Trail: 2.47 miles
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EL VALLE ECODISTRICTAND GREENBELT
Agricultural Overlay

The El Valle Organic Cooperative is an agriculture and processing cooperative that produces value
added products like coffee and chocolate. It is designed to increase the agricultural viability for the
local farmers and to provide educational opportunities for them to transition to sustainable farming
practices.
The Cooperative farmers will practice intensive agricultural practices in the valley and,
agroforestry on the surrounding hills using permaculture practices and biochar applications to
generate economically productive and carbon sequestering ecosystems of value while managing
seasonal production of these crops, using a micro-financing strategy designed to the ways of the
culture to aid the valley's 50+ farmers in the switch to organic through to harvest. Some of these
products produced will be sold in bulk outside of El Valle though the large majority will be for in
valley consumption and for tourist to purchase.
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Ecodistrict Development Typologies

Ecodistrict development typologies (types of ecotourism development) are comprised of walking
density clusters at a minimum development density of 10 units per hectare, ranging in size from 5
to 200+ units and preserving 1 to 2 hectares of green space per development unit. These
development typologies include: existing town infill development, new villages, and hamlets. The
intent of these development typologies is to avoid sprawl-oriented development and the
fragmentation of historic, cultural and natural areas.

Town Infill

Infill town center and neighborhood development within the existing town, varying in density from
mixed use commercial and multi-family development to detached courtyard homes. Connected to
the existing urban fabric; its greenways and parks are designed to protect the watershed, highlight
farm elements, and create recreational venues in and adjacent to town
•
•

Town center expansion or development of a new town center
Neighborhood infill or new neighborhood development

•

Existing El Valle buildings

DELIO'S HOME, HOTEL
AND STORE

TYPICAL CONCRETE HOUSE
PHASED OVER TIME

TYPICAL WOOD HOUSE

TYPICAL WOOD HOUSE
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Villages

Small villages in proximity to the towns of El Valle and Arroyo Seco and in more remote areas of the
ecodistrict, ranging in scale from 30 up to 150 homes. These villages are designed to create the best
of both worlds - optimal relationships and views to the green space (with homes backing up to
large protected natural habitats and farm areas) and walkable community opportunities to
community and amenities (see development ratio table for densities)
•
•

Agricultural conservation village: a village designed to preserve the majority or significant
portions of an agricultural valley
Woodland conservation village: a village designed to preserve the majority or significant
portions of a woodland area

Juan Alfonso Pena

Juan Alfonso Pena
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Hamlets

Small clustered groupings of homes and workplaces up to 30 units in size, located according to
specific woodland and agricultural characteristics. A conservation tool for preserving small to large
scaled farms, ranches, and agroforestry operations. Conservation easement placed on full parcel
with no future land subdivision and access easements placed to maintain pedestrian connectivity.
•
•

•
•

•

Cross roads hamlet - cafe/store and several residences located at a road or path intersection
Ag and ecotourism hamlet - an up-to-30-unit farm or ecotourism hamlet with housing for the
full time residents and lodging for eco and ag tourism guests. (see development ratio table for
densities)
Farm valley hamlet - a hamlet designed to preserve the majority or significant portions of a
valley or plateau.
Farmstead - a family farm designed as a cluster of 2-5 homes connected to the daily life of the
farm and to ag-tourism and ecotourism, creating opportunities for providing a diversity of farm
types and for production of value added products.
Ecolodge -a central lodge with hotel rooms for rent or surrounded by a cluster of tree houses,
cabanas or huts designed to integrate with the natural setting

LOS HAITISES NATIONAL PARK PARAISO CANO HONDO
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TREE HOUSE VILLAGE
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RURAL LANDSCAPES PROTECTION

View Shed Protection

Maintain a natural view shed appearance through the protection of steep slopes, the optimal
placement of villages and hamlets, building and landscape material guidelines, incorporating
natural materials that blend with the landscape, and low level lighting design. Orienting window
areas away from key view shed vantage points and accentuating down lighting to prevent light
pollution. Preserve peaks as natural or with limited iconic buildings made of natural materials.

Steep Slope Protection

No development on steep slopes. Exception: toe or top of slopes contiguous to village or hamlet
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TRANSPORTATION MODALITIES

Transportation within an ecoregion is designed to produce minimal impact on the natural
environment and traditional cultural areas while providing an optimal "immersion" experience for
eco and ag tourists seeking a unique, one of a kind, relaxing, recreational, and educational
experience. The intent of the El Valle Ecodistrict is to have an "out of car" experience. To leave the
car at the gateway (or shuttle in with no car) and to use the local shuttle, carts, mopeds, bikes or to
walk and hike.

Ecoregion Transportation
•
•

•

Incentives will be provided to incorporate carbon-neutral flight offsets
A series of shuttles will connect key towns, villages, and hamlets. Frequent shuttles will connect
El Valle with Samaná.
A multi- use trail system will connect the Cabo Cabrón national park with the Salto El Limón
National Monument, creating a unique immersion experience across the Samaná Eco-region.
Instead of a highway experience, local tourists will be able to adventure across one of the last
pristine areas by horseback, bicycles, or hiking from hostel to hostel, farm to farm, and village to
village.

Ecodistrict Transportation
•

Slow Ecodistrict transportation: Ecotourists will be encouraged to use public transportation or
private shuttles to mobilize to the El Valle Ecodistrict from the airport or other regions. If they
drive to the El Valle Ecodistrict, limited parking will be provided on the periphery of the district.
No ecotourist cars are permitted within the district. A variety of means of "immersion" mobility
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•

will be available for ecotourists in the ecodistrict, including cart shuttles and taxis, gondolas,
group carts, electric and manual bicycles, horses, and walking.
Peripheral parking: tourist cars are not permitted in the ecodistrict and are limited to parking
areas at the periphery of the ecodistrict. Limited parking is available for a fee. Shuttle and bus
services will be provided from the airport to the El Valle ecodistrict and lease on demand
vehicles will be available at the transportation center.

Circulation - Roads/Paths

Intent: to optimize immersion experience with open air shuttles, carts, bicycles and walking

•

•

•

Transfer Center
Bus/shuttle or car arrival/parking with cart shuttle access to ecodistrict destinations and cart
or bicycle access
Eco Road/Multi-use Path
multi-use path (3.5 meters) with pull outs for shuttles and emergency/service vehicles and 2way transportation for carts and bicycles and pedestrians. Speed limit 15 mph
Natural Path
Natural path for hikers and horses

Transportation Modality Examples
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ECODISTRICT GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Land Conservation and Connectivity

The ecodistrict preserves the rural character of El Valle de Samaná by preserving a minimum of
90% of its woodlands and farms and not exceeding an overall development density of 1 unit per 1-2
hectares in the ecodistrict zone (see ecoregion development ratios) and connecting these woodlands
and farms with wildlife corridors.

Protection and Restoration of Natural Resources

Protection and restoration of sensitive natural features. See El Valle environmental best
management practices

Preservation of Historic and Cultural Resources
Local cultural, historic and archaeological sites protection

Slow Immersion – Ecotourism and Agritourism

Maintain the rural character and integrity of the ecological, cultural, and agricultural tourism
district where residents and tourists are immersed in the natural environment, the richness of the
farms, and the historic agricultural areas, fishing towns, and villages.
o

o

o

o

Slow Immersion - Light Transportation - Micro Vehicles
Moving slowly in a car free environment for an immersion experience that is uniquely available
in the Ell Valle de Samaná area. See Transpiration Modalities
Noise - The Sounds of Nature and Farm
The ecodistrict will emphasize the enjoyment and immersion into nature, farm, and sea
rhythms with limited interruptions from mechanical noise (the national Samaná Province
statistic office identifies noise as the most impactful contaminant to ecotourism) - see ecodistrict
noise standards and existing El Valle noise standards
Lighting - Preserving the Night Sky
The ecodistrict will emphasize the enjoyment and immersion into the night sky with emphasis
on dark sky lighting within low and down lighting and limited lighting outside the town and
village centers. See lighting standards
Architectural Guidelines - Integrating buildings into nature
The ecodistrict will emphasize the enjoyment and immersion into nature, farm, and sea
rhythms with emphasis on integration of buildings into the natural environment with the use of
natural materials. Key themes include town, farm and natural architecture. See architectural
guidelines

Off Grid Systems

A variety of off grid regenerative systems will ensure a conservation and carbon negative oriented
systems including local energy and water supply, organic food production, waste re-use and
recycling, biological sewage treatment systems and sustainable local building materials harvest. See
off grid systems practices

Local Work Force and Markets

Emphasis will be placed on expanding the economic capacity of the local community (farms,
artisans, and village industries) to produce healthy products to supply the primary needs of the
local community. See local market practices
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APPENDIX
DEFINITIONS

Ecoregion: a heritage and ecotourism region designed to preserve and restore the cultural, historic
and natural heritage of an area and enhance the quality of life of the local population while creating
sustainable agricultural and conservation oriented development opportunities around the theme of
immersion transportation (walkable/out of car experience). In a rural area, an ecoregion preserves
a minimum of 90% of the natural habitats and agricultural lands. Conservation districts within and
ecoregion include ecodistricts, greenbelt districts and rural remote districts and often are defined
as one or several protected watershed/habitat areas.
Ecodistrict: Primary development area(s) within an ecoregion centered on existing infrastructure
and settlements optimizing conservation potential and shuttle access, walkability, and bike-ability.

Conservation Village: A 30 or greater dwelling unit development developed at a pedestrian
density (10-15 units per hectare: 4-6 units per acre) that preserves adjacent common green space
for farming, agroforestry and natural habitats based on a density of 1 dwelling unit per 2 hectares
(1 dwelling unit per 5 acres).

Conservation Hamlet: Up to 30-unitdwelling development developed at a pedestrian density (1015 units per hectare: 4-6 units per acre) that preserves adjacent common green space for farming,
agroforestry and natural habitats based on a density of 1dwelling unit per 2 hectares (1 dwelling
unit per 5 acres). Conservation hamlets include the following:

•
•

•
•

•

Cross roads hamlet - cafe/store and several residences located at a road or path intersection
Ag and ecotourism hamlet - a hamlet with housing for the full time residents and lodging for
eco and ag tourism guests.
Farm valley hamlet - a hamlet designed to preserve the majority or significant portions of a
valley or plateau.
Farmstead - a family farm designed as a cluster of 2-5 homes connected to the daily life of the
farm and to ag-tourism and ecotourism, creating opportunities for providing a diversity of farm
types and for production of value added products.
Ecolodge -a lodge with hotel rooms for rent or surrounded by a cluster of tree houses, cabanas
or huts designed to integrate with the natural setting

Active Living: A healthy lifestyle built around the incorporation of exercise into daily functional
activities such as walking and bicycling to destinations, gardening and farming and other functional
aerobic activities.
Slow Immersion Tourism: Tourism built around full engagement and immersion into place
through slow movement (bicycle, walking, carts) for a full nature, agricultural, and cultural
experience

Slow Immersion Transportation: Light transportation designed to optimally immerse the tourist
into the unique cultural and natural environments of a place providing cluster parking for cars at
its periphery and using shuttles, bicycles, carts and walking as the primary means of displacement
within the community.

